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Is there a Gender Bias in Knowledge Creation within the Field 

of Project Management? 

A Bibliometric Analysis from a Feminist Perspective 

Sara Stef. Hildardóttir 

June 2021 

Abstract  

Although project management has evolved as a profession for nearly a century 

there is an indication of a particular problem with gender bias in knowledge creation 

within the field. It can even be suggested that the field of project management needs 

to open up its tradition and adapt more inclusive and less deterministic approaches in 

its research. In an attempt explore this suggested gender bias, this research collected 

and analyzed quantifiable data as to investigate if there, a factual problem related to 

gender within the field of project management. Applying a combined method of 

bibliometric analysis of research from Scopus and SciVal and a survey of the gender 

ratio in membership within some key project management associations worldwide the 

research proves that there is a gender bias in the field. In addition to already identified 

problems of weak theoretical foundations, it is apparent that research on gender is 

only marginal or at 0,1% of all research within the field. Further, female membership 

is on average only 30% regardless of the fact that Codes of Ethics and Professional 

Conduct profess 100% gender equality. A feminist perspective in interpreting the data 

of this research illustrates the fact that the field of project management is suffering 

from a male bias at the cost of a more inclusive female contribution to in research and 

practice. This is also a concern for the five related fields of engineering, computer 

science, business management and accounting, social sciences, and decision-making- 

sciences identified as the key fields contributing to project management knowledge 

creation within the English-speaking scientific community. The research, therefore, 

claims that the field of project management needs to make a more serious attempt for 

a deeper inclusion of gender and intersectionality in its knowledge creation processes, 

especially if it aspires to develop further as an autonomous field of research and 

practicing profession. These findings support previous non-feminist findings for novel 

approaches to knowledge creation within the field of project management.  

 

Keywords: Project management, knowledge creation, feminist theory, bibliometrics, 

women, gender, ethics, engineering, computer science, business, management and 

accounting, social sciences, decision sciences  
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“You can judge a civilization by the way it treats its women and the degree to which 

women have authority, agency and autonomy.”  

 

   The Ascent of Woman: A 10.000 Year Story (Foreman, 2016)   
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Background   

This paper examines the relationship between gender and knowledge creation 

within the field of project management. A special attention to the importance of the 

influence of gender on research, knowledge creation and the scientific progress within 

the field of project management may come as a surprise to those who think project 

management and related fields —such as engineering, computer science and business 

management — should be only objectively scrutinized by strict scientific means and 

methods.  

It might even be claimed that the means and methods of research have nothing 

to do with gender and that scientific progress is a schematic formal process based on 

hard facts that can either be proved as true or not — that for scientific progress the 

more subjective aspects of research that have to do with choice of research area, 

language, interpretation, cultural, political and gender aspects can be left out. Such a 

critical consideration has however, often be limited to the philosophical discourse on 

scientific progress (Niiniluoto, 2019) where it is acknowledged that acquiring 

knowledge means processing incomplete, messy and even flawed ideas. It can also 

mean that testing and experimenting can be biased. All scientific research is without 

doubt aware of such tendencies and often many scientific discoveries happen either by 

accident, — as in 30-50% of the time (Dunbar & Fugelsang, 2005) — or by mistakes 

(Gaughan, 2010). According to the OECD Frascati Manual — the guidelines for 

collecting and reporting data on research and experimental development: “Researchers 

are professionals engaged in the conception or creation of new knowledge. They 

conduct research and improve or develop concepts, theories, models, techniques, 

instrumentation, software or operational methods, in the framework of R&D projects.” 

(OECD, 2015).  

Scientific knowledge is acquired with many different approaches, research 

methodologies, and accidental Eurekas due to a fresh look at a problem. Therefore, a 

more diverse take on knowledge creation is crucial as it enables the exploration of new 

territories, sparks new discoveries, and enables a more diverse knowledge creation. It 

is a fact that scientific research has both historically and still today, has been gender 

biased, and this, it will be argued here, undermines greatly our knowledge of reality 

and consequently the experience we humans can have of the it. This is why a close 

attention to gender issues, among many other new perspectives, is so important in our 

quest for knowledge. Inclusion, diverse interests, and perspectives are what should be 

postulated. But how to determine what is a valid knowledge?  How do we establish 

what knowledge is and how do we justify something to be sound knowledge and not 

just a belief or an opinion? How should it be created, and by whom? Is all our curious 

intellectual talent able to take part in the process of discovering, acquiring, and 
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creating knowledge? And if not, who should decide who takes part, what is looked at, and 

how data is interpreted, and knowledge disseminated? 

The philosophical field that deals with knowledge as such is epistemology. It 

looks at meanings, debates the nature, origin, and limits of human knowledge. 

Nowadays, formal scientific knowledge is assumed to be rigorously created in a 

cooperation of a global network of peers who are usually researchers affiliated with 

academic institutions where experiments are designed, conducted, results extracted, and 

findings determined by rational thinking. In universities all around the world, a nod of respect 

is given to thinkers who we hope are paving the way for more, better and in-scientific 

knowledge. We do this visually by ornamenting campuses with paintings, statues, plaques, 

and monuments of academic men which our current knowledge systems have relied on and 

built upon for decades if not hundreds of years.  

One could argue that the idea of modern academia traces back to ancient Greece, a 

place sometimes referred to as the Cradle of Democracy and academic thought. But this 

Cradle of Democracy is also the place where half of the population was excluded from the 

democratic vote (Tremblay, 2007). Women, for instance, did not get to vote until 2300 years 

later or in the 1900´s (Schaeffer, 2020). Despite this fact, it was the place where some of the 

canonical philosophers, the great thinkers, laid the groundwork to the social hierarchy 

between two genders that has, up to modernity, dominated our understanding of gender. They 

made their claims using apparent the physical distinction between the male and female 

organs, and with it associated multi-layered hierarchy of problems that excluded women from 

participating equally to men all around cultures around the world (Schaeffer, 2020). Plato, for 

instance, labelled women as hysterical — a label that has long since reverberated through the 

medical profession and Sigmund Freud, among others, revitalized in his theories on the 

female psyche (Jackson, 2019). Aristotle, who has also been considered as one of the great 

figures of  Western philosophy and a student of Plato, described women by their lack of 

maleness, as “mutilated males” and as passive creatures who deserved only a submissive 

place in a world rightly dominated by intelligent males (Horowitz, 1976). This oppressive 

mindset has prevailed, and now 2400 years later women´s contribution is still systematically 

undermined all around the world (Perez, 2019). In general, the longevity of this gendered 

hierarchal tradition where men do set the socio-economic, legal, political, and cultural agenda 

must not be overlooked, however, in his paper the implication of this gender bias in the 

knowledge creation in the field of project management will be explored.  

The general socio-economic, legal, political and cultural gender bias against women 

globally — and hence their contribution — is a documented fact (UNDP, 2020). Just to be 

clear, the term ‘women’ refers to all women, despite their various sexual orientation or 

preferences, and gender is seen as a social construct that is not bound primarily to human 

physiology or genitals (Act on Gender Autonomy No. 80/2019, 2019).      

With regards to research then according to a factsheet produced by the United Nations 

and UNESCO in June 2017 women account for the minority of the world’s researchers 
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(Szmigiera & Unesco, 2020):  

 

Image 1. The percentage of female researchers worldwide as of 2017 

 

The data in Image 1 shows that on a global scale, female researchers 

contributed in 2017 only 30% of the world’s scientific knowledge creation.  More 

recent research shows, paradoxically, that although the number of women within 

academia increased substantially in the past 60 years, gender disparities have 

increased, even though males and females have publishing with similar impact, see 

Image 2 below (Huang et al., 2020).  

 

 

Image 2. Gender imbalance in academic research since 1955 (Huang et al., 2020) 
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This, inevitably, begs the question: If males produce 70% of all the published 

scientific knowledge and women only 30% what are the consequences of this bias for 

knowledge itself? Is it possible that our knowledge of different realities suffers from 

such a gender biased, by the same proportion, or even to a larger degree? Or is 

research and scientific discovery somehow inherently gender neutral and hence 

immune to the biological, legal, cultural, and socioeconomic constitution and situation that is 

inevitably present in all researchers, as they themselves are the product of the various 

complications of the human situation? No matter how one looks at the 30/70 division — and 

assuming that girls and women are also eager and intellectual truth seekers; and given the fact 

that they are 50% of the human race — it is safe to say, that the ratio points to an unjust 

underrepresentation of their intellectual contribution.  If al was normal the ratio should be 

around 50/50 (Ritchie & Roser, 2019).  

Still further, if the majority of contribution to scientific knowledge creation comes 

from men who base their knowledge on the knowledge creation of other men that have gone 

before them, what could be the implication on the quality of the knowledge that gets created? 

And, keep in mind, knowledge that is regarded as being important for all of us? Could the 

consequence be that our knowledge is insufficiently incomplete? 

These are the questions that lie at the heart of this current research, that will 

investigate the implication of the apparent gender bias described above on the scientific 

knowledge creation in the field of project management. The method involves few different 

research methods — bibliometric analysis, gender ratio survey and feminist standpoint theory 

— that stem from the author´s professional and academic background in information science, 

project management and experience as a feminist activist. Then the data collected is used to 

challenge the idea that project management research — deriving from the historically male 

dominated professions such as construction, engineering, and computer science — can be 

addressed from an idealist totally gender-neutral scientific perspective. It is, further, suggested 

that the project management field should re-evaluate itself and advance away from the 

unfortunate gender bias that it has, and still does, cultivated.  
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I. Introduction  

Scrutinizing isomorphic knowledge  

Evolving as a profession since the 1940’s project management has become a global 

network of certified practitioners and along with this an exciting venue for trainings, higher 

academic education and vibrant research. Like other scientific undertakings, project 

management research can only be substantiated through critical scrutiny and, therefore, core 

assumptions about knowledge within the field have regularly been addressed, examined and 

criticized (Anagnostopoulos, 2004; Buckle, 2008; Buckle & Thomas, 2003; Gemünden & 

Schoper, 2014; Geraldi & Söderlund, 2018; Ika, 2009; Joslin & Müller, 2015; Jugdev et al., 

2001; Müller & Jugdev, 2012; Padalkar & Gopinath, 2016; Pasian & Turner, 2015; Pinto & 

Slevin, 1988; S. J. Whitty, 2005). This is healthy, as identifying uncorroborated gaps with a 

research field leads to its future development and gives direction.  

Research in project management has explored all kinds of aspects and themes. For 

instance, in the late 80’s one popular research trend in project management focused on the 

success and failure factors. One trend derived from a 1988 study (Pinto & Slevin, 1988) on 

the critical factors in project implementation success, listing various criteria for the agencies 

and structures needed for project and project management successes.  

Since then, academics have also explored, and heavily criticized, what they see as a 

weak theoretical foundation in project management research. This current research attempts to 

constructively partake in this discourse by suggesting what could be missing from the 

traditional construct of knowledge within the field.   

To give some examples of these endeavor Jonas Söderlund criticized the dominant 

research trend of success factors within project management research and suggested four 

critical questions to be used as a way to build new project management theories. Söderlund 

emphasized that “[…] there are openings for additional perspectives and there are openings 

for more empirical studies. Still, the field lacks in-depth case studies, studies of processes, and 

studies in real time — studies that would be beneficial in building theories for understanding 

fundamental issues of projects and project organizations” (Söderlund, 2004, p. 189). 

Pamela Buckle and Janice Lynne Thomas (2003) identified strong isomorphic forces 

at work within the professional community of project management in their research titled 

Deconstructing project management: a gender analysis of project management guidelines 

(Buckle & Thomas, 2003). By deconstructing themes from a gendered perspective in the 

profession’s widely accepted guidelines for project management practice, The Project 

Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK), the authors provided a convincing argument 

that the PMBOK almost exclusively includes so-called masculine logic systems, even though 

research at the time suggested the importance of including both feminine and masculine 

“logic systems”. Regardless of the nature of “logic systems”, one of the key questions they 

asked was: “Ultimately, what warrants the label ‘knowledge’ in this profession? (Buckle & 
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Thomas, 2003, p. 439).  

This question is of particular interest for this research as it demands an answer to the 

question how des knowledge creation within a professional and academic community like 

project management get justified? Authors like Whitty and Schulz (2006)  in a similar vein 

argued that the traditional reliance on the PMBOK guidelines can in fact be dangerous to the 

profession. Dangerous in the way that the traditions, the guidelines, and the ethical and 

professional behavior they promote does suffer from a lack of critical examination of 

what truly constitutes authentic knowledge within the field.   

There is also a trend in research that calls for more pragmatic approaches, such 

as stressing the need to stay close to the practitioner who is responsible for 

“stakeholder success” and the management of “the project” (Morris, 2010). However, 

the idea of managing “the project” has also been criticized for being unclear; a one 

size fits all “project”, highlighting the need for the development of a stronger 

theoretical and conceptual framework to be able to describe and analyze the different 

project environments that define the fast pace and ever changing world that dictates 

modern project management practice (Aaron J. Shenhar & Dvir, 2007; A.J. Shenhar, 

2001).  

As early as 2006, research was already calling for new ways to examine that 

could define and explains the agencies and structures that project management 

represents, as ways to move away from its theoretical weaknesses: “[…] a theoretical 

shift from more common normative rational approaches to individual and project 

performance, towards a more developmental one which focuses on practical action, 

lived experience, quality of social interaction and communicative relating, operations 

of power in context, identity, and the relationship between agency and structure in 

project environments” (Cicmil et al., 2006). Recent research has, in a similar vein, 

suggested that developing approaches that involve broader and more inclusive 

methods to develop stronger theory and concepts to be able to approach problem-

solving, planning and logistics more successfully could be helpful in strengthening the 

field (Geraldi & Söderlund, 2018).  

Smyth and Morris reviewed and analyzed various research methodologies and 

philosophical underpinnings in project management research, addressing the 

interdisciplinary background of project management research and how that 

background can be problematic:  

 

The difficulty is compounded by the range of disciplines 

involved. Conceptual and theoretical diversity has some benefits 

but connecting such a breadth of disciplines is made much harder 

when and if authors fail to make explicit their theoretical, 

epistemological or methodological position – which, we contend, 

most fail so to do. Hence, everyone involved in trying to articulate 

knowledge in this area needs to be clear on their theoretical bases: 
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the professions in their bodies of knowledge; researchers in their 

methodologies and methods. (Smyth & Morris, 2007, p. 426) 

 

Examining previous research from the project management field and its 

interdisciplinary background in this way, with its dispersed epistemologies and 

methodologies, reveals that the research approaches in within the field might be 

lacking in theoretical foundation and a need for stronger conceptual framework. A 2016, a 

systematic review of project management literature, and in effect a retracing of the history of 

research trends within the field of project management, claimed that throughout its history the 

discipline has lacked consistency in its research focus (Padalkar & Gopinath, 2016). Six 

decades of rich and diverse research literature, the authors found, has left project management 

suffering academically as well as a profession for its weak theoretical foundations. Their 

method was using a new bibliometric approach —the Effective Annualized Citation Rate 

(EACR) — as to draw out different but familiar themes of project management research and 

ranked them according to the strength of their influence. Until recently, the paper argued, 

project management research has been “dominated by empirical and deterministic 

perspectives while non-deterministic research enquiry remains weak and sporadic” they 

claimed (Padalkar & Gopinath, 2016). The research revealed that in theory building project 

management research needed to adopt more non-deterministic approaches as to be better able 

to address the variability in project phenomena that the current research methods are unable to 

include or account for. All the themes elicited from a long history of project management 

research by the bibliometric method of Padalkar’s and Gopinath’s research should be familiar 

to readers and researchers of project management. This despite, deplorable fact, that the 

theme gender never surfaced in their research.  

In 2019, Söderlund and Sydow suggested that project management could strengthen 

its theoretical foundations with consequent impact on its practice by utilizing elements from 

institutional theory. Institutional theory was one of the dominant theoretical perspectives at 

the end of the nineteenth century but has seen a revival, especially within social sciences, 

since the mid twentieth century. An abstract to their paper says that:   

 

Institutions are long-term and stabilizing mechanisms of social 

interaction that provide much of the groundwork for projects as 

temporary systems. Due to amassed change ambitions in 

contemporary projects, not least reflected in their increasing 

complexity, such systems to a greater extent revolve around 

processes of institutional change (Söderlund & Sydow, 2019). 

 

It is certainly true that in general social institutions that provide the practical ground or 

framework for projects, small and large, are not only long-term and stabilizing mechanisms 

within a given social systems, but also emblems of the dominant culture, the isomorphic 

powers that ultimately do govern our social structures, processes, rules, norms and routines 
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(DiMaggio & Powell, 1983). Looked at from this perspective, Söderlund and Sydow 

research, can perhaps been seen as approaching their research to much along the 

deterministic tradition of project management. This would also be so in light of the 

criticism of Padalkar and Gopinapth (2018), where the simplified and assumed 

rationality of decision-making processes were seen as failing to account for variables 

that impact human endeavors.  

Two common variables often overlooked by isomorphic social structures are those of 

gender and race. The cyclical, social, political, and economic processes reflected by 

the isomorphic institutionalism — the tendency of males reciting male knowledge — 

so well explained in their much-cited work “The Iron Cage Revisited” by DiMaggio 

and Powell (1983), are, also representative for the isomorphic agency and trajectory in 

which established knowledge creation within societies takes place.  

By looking at the history of academic publications for project management 

research as Gopinath and Padalkar show in their research, similar themes tend be 

cyclical, indicating isomorphic trends as identified within the context of DiMaggio’s 

and Powell’s work: The greater number of research publications over time, the longer 

the citation history, then stronger the tradition, and hence more interest in a particular 

topic arising from that particular trend of research. In that way, ultimately, the cyclical 

and isomorphic trends become the norm.  

With this development the hierarchy of topics within the profession becomes 

greater with consequent effect on the culture (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983). The 

isomorphic forces at play within the field of project management seem to still rely on 

deterministic methodologies and approaches, academically and professionally. The 

professionalization of project management as an autonomous field of practice and 

research relies in this way on a bureaucratic rationalization that has been described by 

the cyclical processes of institutional isomorphism, a phenomenon that can be a force 

of change and development, but not necessarily a force representing efficiency, 

creativity, innovation, depth, inclusion, and a holistic view within the field.  

Disregarding the fact that project management might have a flawed foundation 

as a discipline to be explored, could leave it vulnerable as to being continually 

dispersed, dictated, and directed by developments in other disciplines. Project 

management research as a tradition, shows that project management is largely inter-

disciplinary and there is a need to strengthen its research as to both clarify and 

expand — not at least as an independently viable field of research — but also because 

of its interdisciplinary nature. Overall, the project management research literature 

reveals that project management research — and consequently its practice — has 

suffered from weak theoretical foundations sometimes consequent in interdisciplinary 

research.  
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Knowledge and professions  

In conjunction with criticism on the prevailing disparities in project 

management research it is interesting to look at interdisciplinarity, as such, as a 

phenomenon among professions and its potential effect on its status among other 

disciplines. Interdisciplinarity research continues is growing worldwide, leaving field like 

project management, vulnerable to losing their professional and academic prerogative and 

their specific discourse: „If a discipline cannot survive as an autonomous department in a 

university, then such a rebranding and uniting with other endangered disciplines is an obvious 

thing to do.“ (Krishnan, 2009). The fact that disparate labor is often labelled “project 

managers” without any educational or professional credentials is a good example of both.  

In his research, “The Professional landscape: The Historical Development of 

Professions in Sweden,” Thomas Brante analyses how semi-professions differ from what can 

be called the classical professions. Classical professions have grown from being occupations 

that once only required basic training but have evolved over time, to statues that required 

extended university education. With higher education comes higher social status, not only 

locally but also globally, as can be seen entitled in professions such as being a lawyer, 

physician, architect, engineer and scientist (Brante, 2013). Brante’s research stipulates that 

classic professions can be defined in a way that they have also semi-professions that are then 

subordinated by dominating classical professions, which contribute to their field and not vice-

versa.  

 

• “Semi-professions have less autonomy with regard to politics and bureaucratic 

administration as well as to other professions; they are considerably more 

subordinated and under greater supervision. 

• Semi-professions are, to a larger extent, organized as traditional trade unions rather 

than professional associations.  

• Semi-professions have been less successful — in some cases less interested — in 

“closing” their jurisdictions.  

• Education is not as specialized and is, to a larger extent, interdisciplinary in semi-

professions. 

• Semi-professionals are greater in number, which decreases exclusivity. 

• Whereas classic professions belong to the “upper-middle” class, the semi-professions 

belong to the “middle-middle” and “lower-middle” classes.” (Brante, 2013, p. 16) 

 

Semi-professions also differ from the so called pre-professions in that they might 

require university training based on an already established vocation (Olofsson, 2016). An 

example would be where police training is adopted to university level but different aspects of 

tourism, coaching, leadership experts and consulting also fall into this definition. According 

to Brante’s and Olofsson’s research on the “professional landscape” situating knowledge is 
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vital when it comes to the distinctions between classical profession, semi-profession, 

and pre-profession. Professions who build their existence on knowledge created by 

other disciplines, therefore, have less autonomy over their knowledge creation — and 

practice — than their contributing disciplines. One could argue that project 

management is still an example of a semi-profession with a consequential lack of 

autonomy of knowledge. Whether or not the following validates Brante’s and 

Olofsson’s definitions about semi-professions it is nevertheless true that although 

project management is a recognized profession and academic discipline it is however 

not listed as an indexed subject area within renowned citation databases like Scopus or 

Web of Science. It is only retrievable as part of research from other professional 

disciplines. It is helpful in the context of this paper to contrast Brante’s and Olofson’s 

research with the problems that project management research suffers because of its 

interdisciplinary research tradition which nevertheless forms the basis of its 

isomorphic knowledge creation processes.  

Women and professions 

Today, women worldwide have more access to education and professional 

work than ever before (Ortiz-Ospina et al., 2018; Roser & Ortiz-Ospina, 2016)). 

However, women are still underrepresented in many professions and industries 

(Macdonald, 1995; McKinsey, 2010; Witz, 1992; World Economic Forum, 2020). 

Generally, whether we look at high ranking jobs on boards of corporate companies, 

industries or institutions or lower ranking professional jobs, women are at the lower 

end of the gender and social-impact-making-scale.  
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Image 3. Women and decision-making worldwide by industry, 2010 

 

This paradigm is also evident within the project management profession even though 

women are increasingly educated and professionally certified within the field. However, 

because women have not enjoyed as strong of a presence within the project management 

profession and research as men, they have not been as crucial part of the knowledge creation 

taking place within the field as would be desirable (Buckle & Thomas, 2003; Nonaka & 

Konno, 1998; Thomas & Buckle-Henning, 2007; Van den Brink & Benschop, 2014). A recent 

study from Sweden shows the distribution of gender in typical project management jobs listed 

by industry:   
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Image 4. Research on women and gender in project management, Sweden 2018. 

 

According to the findings portrayed in Image 4, women in Sweden are in the 

minority in every industry listed for the survey. This data correlates with the project 

management literature which shows that women have historically not contributed to 

any significant degree to knowledge creation within project management. Existing 

research would suggest reasons for that to be the long and consistent male bias history 

of project management and its related fields (Buckle, 2008; Padalkar & Gopinath, 

2016) a plausible reason in context with worldwide data on women’s share within 

those fields (see Image 4) above ATHUGA.                                    
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               In the development of the profession, almost a half a century passed from the 

publication of the first modern research paper on project management in 1942 (Paton et al., 

1942), until any considerations regarding gender issues became scientifically researched and 

published in the field. Paton´s paper, that was the first to be indexed — the conference paper 

Automobile engineering organisation and procedure — was published in the SAE Technical 

papers contained the first recorded instance of the concept “project management” in Scopus, 

one of the world’s most comprehensive citation database. This instance, therefore, can be said 

to pinpoint the beginning to the modern history of project management research. It 

foreshadowed a tradition of engineering that has dictated the field of project management to 

this day (Cleland, 2004; Garel, 2013; Kloppenborg & Opfer, 2002; Padalkar & Gopinath, 

2016; Seymour & Hussein, 2014).  

Women have not, until very recently, had much of a change to participate in the 

knowledge creation, and hence not contributed to the scientific history, to research 

engineering, construction, computer science, business management or other decision-making 

sciences. The first research document where the topic of “women” is indexed by Scopus in 

the context of project management was in 1979 when the conference paper Increasing Role of 

Women in Project Management – Managing the Project Team of Tomorrow (Starke, 1979) 

was published. The abstract, see excerpt below, referred to the increasing numbers of women 

in the field as a problem:  

 

“More women are entering the field of project management. This 

paper discusses the present problems that occur in the working 

environment from the view points [sic] of the male peer, 

subordinate and supervisor of one or more women.” 

 

Even though this view of women’s participation in project management as problematic 

may or may not be traced to this publication in 1979, tracing the history of project 

management research history through different sources shows primarily a tradition of male-

oriented professions like engineering and construction as the main contributing fields to 

project management research (Engwall, 2003; Garel, 2013; Seymour & Hussein, 2014; 

Söderlund & Lenfle, 2013). These male dominated fields where for the longest time the sole 

contributers to the knowledge creation within the field of project management. Tracing this 

history of project management research also reveals how women are more often indexed by 

gender in citation databases like Scopus as vulnerable or marginal subjects in the projects 

under investigation, rather than not as active participants in their management nor as 

contributors to knowledge creation within a field. The concept of “the women as a problem” 

has reoccurred in several known and lesser known research paper on gender within project 

management (Aboagye-Nimo et al., 2019; Buckle & Thomas, 2003; Duong & Skitmore, 

2003; Galea et al., 2014; Henderson et al., 2013; Henderson & Stackman, 2010; Loosemore & 

Lim, 2016; Olofsdotter & Randevåg, 2016). However, one could ironically say that as project 
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management is, in and of itself, a problem-solving field this should perhaps be 

surprising. Further, and interestingly enough, there is a steady research trend on the 

desired behaivors and character traits of project managers — including both men and 

women as subjects — by traits determined to be either masculine or feminine, but this 

is not a topic of this current research.    

Emancipatory knowledge interests 

The interdisciplinary or diversification within project management research 

has been proposed as a new framework of ‘project studies’ (Geraldi & Söderlund, 

2018). They suggest a novel model of research approach that critically challenges 

assumptions, truths, and beliefs, that are often held too dearly within the project 

management community. They suggest that with this new model approach the field of 

project management could dynamically expand, deepen, and develop even further than 

previously anticipated. Geraldi and Söderlund define three types of research areas in 

an attempt to work progressively towards strengthening the theoretical underpinnings 

and diversify the cyclical research tendency in research by moving away “from 

accepted yet unhelpful assumptions about projects and project organizing” (Geraldi & 

Söderlund, 2018, p. 55). They do, further, suggest a more rigorous academic scrutiny 

and provide a framework to encapsulate some novel theoretical and conceptual 

assumptions about knowledge and practice within the field.    

    That knowledge as such is an intricate part of research 

lies at the core of Geraldi’s and Söderlund’s proposal. They build upon a critical 

theory by the German philosopher Jürgen Habermas and deploy the concept of 

“knowledge-constitutive interests” in their work as a way to explore different types of 

knowing and apply it to in the context of project management. Habermas’ central 

philosophical claim was that the knowledge of scientific and social progress is 

implicitly channelled by three types of “knowledge constitutive interests” that are 

technical, practical, and emancipatory (Internet Encyclopaedia of Philosophy, n.d.). 

Habermas emphasized that:  

 

… human interests guide structures of work and authority, and 

influence how people think, inquire and create knowledge of the 

world. Hence, no type of knowledge is ever neutral but rather 

reflects our interests. Habermas (1972) identifies three distinct 

human interests rooted in the human existence as a social and 

biological species, and explains how these three knowledge 

interests are expressed in different types of research. (Geraldi and 

Söderlund, 2018, p. 59)  

 

In light of this Geraldi and Söderlund state, that like other academic fields, 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0263786316305403#bb0195
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project management has transcended three types of knowledge: (1) a technical oriented 

knowledge; (2) interpretative or practical knowledge; and the (3) subsequent developing of an 

emancipatory human awareness or interest. Their analysis of knowledge development within 

the field of project management resonates with Padalkar and Gopinath’s call for a more 

rigorous research, better theoretical frameworks, and clearer conceptual work and adds to the 

demand for more academic scrutiny as to advance project management as a field.  

Geraldi and Söderlund call for what they call Type 3 research. Type 3 studies are 

based upon Habermas’ proposition of the three deep-seeded human interests where the third 

one, emancipatory research, is defined as “…driven by an emancipatory interest and the 

pragmatic desire for changes in the status quo through the reorganization of inherent 

contradictions, giving voice to minorities while addressing major economic and social 

problems.” (Geraldi & Söderlund, 2018). According to Habermas, feminist theory is an 

example of critical science, but feminist theory bases its critical theory on women’s 

emancipation, a socio-political process whereby women transform their social status to gain 

access and control of resources within in societies. Emancipatory interest however and again 

according to Habermas, enables individuals to free themselves from the conditional meanings 

and understanding they have been subjugated to by society and consequently change their 

ways of learning to ultimately transform their knowledge by self-reflection for the better of 

society. See Image 5 below.  

 

 

Image 5. Types of needed project management research engagement (Geraldi and Söderlund).  

 

According to their Project Studies proposal, Type 3 type research provides a 

transformative context where projects are understood as key potential drivers for 

organizational and social change. This kind of research has a strong ethical and theoretical 

value and its impact on practice project management could provide a legacy in the way that its 

contribution “invites reflection and transformation of taken-for-granted assumptions of the 

status quo” (Geraldi & Söderlund, 2018, p. 61).  
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This current paper fits the Type 3 research proposal in that it adds to the 

brimming project management interdisciplinary research as well as it aims at helping 

to diversify and break up the hitherto of the often not narrow and cyclical focus in the 

field. The Type 3 project studies approach deployed here is at least an attempt to 

position this research within the framework or notion of emancipatory research 

approach proposed by Geraldi and Söderlund in their “Project Studies: What is it, 

where is it going?” (Geraldi & Söderlund, 2018). Labelling research on project 

management as ‘Project studies’ with three types of research, Type 3 defines the 

interest that drives this research, an emancipatory interest for the inclusion of women 

as active knowledge creators and “brokers” within the interdisciplinary project 

management research area and not just as subjects that are marginalized or vulnerable. 

As already stated, recent research argues that it is vital for the academic and 

professional community of project management worldwide to foster academic 

integrity that is both vigorous and reliable, sound and unbiased, but ethical reliability 

and professional knowledge are arguably two of the profession’s most important 

qualities.  

No prior research seems to exist on the research output for the topic “gender” 

within project management research. This paper, therefore, provides a valuable 

contribution for questions not only with regard to the ethical qualities and, therefore, 

the equality aspects of knowledge creation within the field, but also substantiates the 

prior research findings that project management as a profession suffers from both 

isomorphic and male oriented bias (Baker & French, 2018; Buckle, 2008; Buckle & 

Thomas, 2003; Cartwright & Gale, 1995; Gale & Cartwright, 1995). Justifications 

about project management knowledge cannot be assumptions based on history and 

tradition alone, but on rigorous and unbiased epistemology, such as provided in this 

current paper by the bibliometric analysis of data and its interpretation from a feminist 

standpoint theory.  

 

II. Project management knowledge 

Feminist perspectives 

Applying a feminist epistemological perspective to bibliometric data and 

project management membership survey as to understand how knowledge is created 

within in project management, this current research demonstrates through the 

application of feminist standpoint theory how there is epistemic evidence for lack of 

female knowledge contribution to project management research. In line with Geraldi 

and Söderlund’s research for Type 3 project studies, the research subject is approached 

from a social constructivist perspective along the line with Habermas who claimed 

that human knowledge processes are never neutral but are always laced with human 
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interest (Geraldi & Söderlund, 2018, p. 19). Habermas and feminist theory come together in 

the emancipatory interest for knowledge, however, despite being a disparate field of research, 

all feminist theory considers all knowledge to be situational. This means that all knowledge 

creation always socially constructed and never neutral, meaning that human interest and social 

background always influences what is deemed as an authentic knowledge.  

Feminist theory has — and some would even argue that it has no specific place 

—  been excluded from what is traditionally considered as scientific fields of studies such as 

engineering, computer science, mathematics, and medicine, etc. (Barton, 1997; Mansfield et 

al., 2014). Feminist theory, however, argues that knowledge needs the contribution or all if it 

is to be able to represent all of what can be known. Integrating feminist theory in all sciences 

is to recognize the fact that gender bias can limit and undermine the quality of scientific 

knowledge (Shannon et al., 2019). Regardless of the disparities within feminist theory the 

fundamental social constructivist argument the unifying principle is always that knowledge 

can never be neutrally created, and that it cannot be unaffected by social impacts on and 

always socially situated (Harding, 2004). Harding argues that we should hence question how 

all knowledge, including our scientific knowledge comes about. This has wider implications 

than just with regards to gender, is it justifiable that our knowledge is controlled and directed 

by corporations, states and military interests; is that the appropriate relationship between 

science and society (Villanova University, 2016)? From a feminist perspective, knowledge 

has traditionally suffered from a male bias that is very limiting for society in that it does not 

reflect the entirety of what knowledge could constitute if it encompassed the experiences of 

all knowers.  

Feminist Standpoint Theory argues that knowledge is always socially situated and 

hence always limited to the social position of the knower and various social stratifications, 

such as the way societies are layered with gender, race, class, and other categories (Harding, 

2004).  Its framework, for instance, explains how knowledge of people who are excluded or 

oppressed is undermined. It can also be used as to access female contribution to knowledge 

creation is project management, or lack thereof, and how it contributes to the so-called 

epistemic privilege lost to the dominant male group that has historically dictated the field.  

The notion of epistemic privilege refers to the prerogative access that one agent might 

have to knowledge, i.e. to the thoughts which are by definition inaccessible by others. The 

feminist scholar Sandra Harding turned this concept on its head when she used it as to 

represent the undermined access to knowledge that oppressed groups such as women often 

experience, but the dominant group does not experience:  

 

“At a basic level, standpoint epistemology asserts that 

marginalized groups such as women are bestowed with an 

“epistemic privilege”, where there exists the potential for less 

distorted understandings of the world than dominant groups, such 

as men.” (Bryant & Peck, 2007, pp. 36–45). 
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To simplify, this means that women might know things about the world that men 

cannot know because of the social stratification and gender hierarchy that has prevalent in 

societies world-wide. Leaving women out of the knowledge creation process is, therefore, bad 

for knowledge because it can then never fully represent the totality of what knowledge can be. 

This is also true on an intersectional basis for all social gender constructs (Cho et al., 2013). 

The more diverse the knowledge creation process is, the more diverse and better the 

knowledge can be (Gemünden & Schoper, 2014).  

In this context it helps to draw a picture of how an ideal process of knowledge 

creation in project management could look if there was harmony or logic between 

foundational factors of the field, such as ethical standards, membership numbers of 

worldwide project management associations with regards to gender division and 

finally, academic research. The ideal image is that of balance, a reciprocal cycle where 

the one reflects the other in a logical relationship or in harmony — with gender at the 

center:  

 

 

Image 6. An ideal relationship between factors in the knowledge creation of project 

management.  

 

According to research on professions there should be a sustainable symbiosis 

between a profession and its research fields (Brante, 2013; Olofsson, 2016). The one 

informs the other and vice versa. In this respect there should be a sustainable 

symbiosis between the gender related promises of the ethical and professional codes of 

conduct declared by professional membership associations within the field of project 

management. In this ideal environment of research and practice each element of the 

symbiosis constantly informs the other. The global and national membership 

organizations of project management rely on academic research and the community of 
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academic research relies on the profession of practice to make use of research and give 

feedback.  

For the project management profession to flourish the professional project 

management associations will have to rely on research, and research relies on the 

ethical integrity of the profession with regards to practice, in various ways.  

     Practical knowledge in project management 

provides resources that supports authentic knowledge creation. Stated beliefs that are not 

tainted by the gender bias of males, can currently be found in Codes of Ethics and 

Professional Conduct (APM Code of Professional Conduct, 2010; PMI Code of Ethics & 

Professional Conduct, n.d.; IPMA, n.d.) that state accountable gender equality within 

membership and quantifiable research on gender equality within the project management 

community. These factors are what underpin the knowledge creation within the field and if 

their relationship is disproportionately represented there needs to be action to address that 

within the community of professional project management.  

Gender and the Iron Triangle 

Research shows that indexed worldwide scientific research is predominantly produced 

by men, regardless of women’s advancement in science for the past decades (see Image 2, p. 

16) and the project management is the same. The Iron Triangle is well recognized reference in 

project management, and it will be applied here as to understand gender bias. The origin of 

the Iron Triangle is rather unclear, but it is based upon the theory of triple constraints of 

quality, time, and cost. Recent updates refer to resources rather than cost to include not just a 

financial budget but other resources. The model describes how each aspect is intertwined by 

the other two; it hence indicates a choice that needs to be made within the context of the 

interdependent constraints. The model changed over time but for the purpose of this research 

the quality, time and resources suffice. The model can be used to describe how the quality of 

work is always restricted by the interactions of the other two constraints (Pollack et al., 2018):  

 

• Quick results will cost more, and quality will suffer. 

• Good quality requires more time and is more costly.  

• Lower cost will mean less quality but more time.  
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Image 7. The Iron Triangle and the triple constraints in project management 

 

Quality is central in project management and, therefore, it makes sense to expand the 

concept of cost to include all resources. It gives a more comprehensive meaning to the 

range of budget restraints otherwise referred to as simply monetary cost. Project 

management as a method has expanded from construction and engineering to many 

different fields of research, as is evident from this research, so counting cost is not 

only monetary.  

The gender effect: examples of gendered data 

Recent publications such as Weapons of Math Destruction by Cathy O’Neil 

(2016), Invisible Women: Exposing Data Bias in a World Designed by Men by 

Caroline Criado Perez (2019) and Data feminism by Catherine D’Ignazio and Lauren 

F. Klein (2020) all describe the obvious, and also the not so obvious, consequences for 

women’s quality of life resulting from a lack of veritable democracy. A persistent 

feature of societies worldwide is the unpaid work women do. Women contribute 

approximately for 75% of the world´s unpaid work and, as it is unpaid, this work is 

not formally accounted for in the processes that make up the socio-economic fabric of 

everyday life. A few examples from worldwide statistical research collected and 

analyzed in the book Invisible Women (2019) by Caroline Criado-Perez include:   

 

Planning:  

“In 2009 a Brazilian planning initiative called My House, My Life 

(Minha Casa, Minha Vida) became a planning disaster for the 

people who were being relocated from their homes in the rich 

community driven Favelas of Rio de Janeiro to the privacy 

designed MCMV complexes further out in the city. The initiative 

was supposed to create better housing for vulnerable people but 

ended up doing the opposite and instead of increasing the quality 

of life for the people it decreased the quality because it failed to 
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see the role and value of the women which their communities 

invisibly relied upon. The women who did majority of unpaid 

work caring for other family members were now displaced with 

their children away from their work and community driven 

childcare. On top of that the design incorporated huge (empty) car 

parks because the residents were poor and used public transport 

which was not incorporated into the design and effectively 

ruining the quality of the women’s lives and ultimately their 

communities” (p. 41-45)  

 

Transportation:  

“Snow-clearing affects women and men differently. Women tend 

to walk and use more public transport than men who tend to drive 

more. Women do 75% of world’s unpaid labor so time and 

transport if of the essence for their daily routine. Snow is first 

cleared for cars from the road before the pavement is cleared for 

women and children. Upon realizing this the transportation 

authorities in Karlskoga, Sweden, changed the order of priorities 

in 2011 to start by clearing snow for pedestrians and public 

transport users which are more often women than men to then 

clearing the roads for cars. The change was budget saving because 

it reduced injuries to female pedestrians in the town who were 

according to hospital data three times more to incur injuries than 

motorists in town.” (p.30) 

 

Computer science: 

“Androcentrism and male bias is hard coded into computer 

science by tradition and history. When this bias is then transferred 

into computer programming for everyday life such as is the 

development with algorithms and artificial intelligence 

technology, our chance of equal decision-making processes are 

jeopardized.” (p. 104)  

 

Gross Domestic Product (GDP):  

“A design that had the purpose of determining the difference 

between produce and consumption to be able to sustain the war 

effort during WWll, the GDP, to this day does not account for 

women’s unpaid labor. The 75% of women’s unpaid labor 

worldwide includes childcare and care work for the elderly and 

other family members, cooking, cleaning, gardening, shopping 

often referred to as emotional and cognitive labor. According to 

research women’s unpaid work could account for up to 50% of 

the GDP in high-income countries and up to 80% in low-income 

countries. In the US, 2014, approximately 18 billion hours of 

unpaid family provided care were provided to Alzheimer’s 

patients. The estimated value was 218 billion dollars or nearly 

half the net value of the 2013 Walmart’s sales.” (p. 240-242). 
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A country with no women: 

“On October 24 in 1975 90% of women in Iceland took part in a 

historical strike to demonstrate the value of their socio-economic 

contributions. The day left most workplaces unable to operate, 

households were left in disarray and men had problems finishing 

their workday because they were now in charge of the children. 

The most popular ready-made meal in the country, “pulsur” or 

hot-dogs, sold out across the country. The following year a new 

law The Gender Equality Act was passed.” (p. 70) 

 

Reason demands that accounts the needs of only one gender as the socio-

economic default norm is in fact outrageous; especially for institutions, organizations 

and societies that claim to be democratic. Authors like Criado Perez saw these gender-

blind practices as being lazy because they fail to account for the diverse demographics 

and result ultimately in lesser quality in society on all levels. This gender-blindness 

can be defined as the practice of ignoring or discounting gender as a meaningful and 

significant factor in the interactions between people and when it gets weaved into the 

socio-economic fabric by default, it has widespread consequences for the quality of 

society. One aspect is the impact of this on knowledge creation, consequent 

professional practices and the acclaimed professions.  

Knowledge and gender  

Applying the concept of Iron Triangle to knowledge creation in project 

management follows the following logic: Knowledge created by people of different 

gender and from diverse socio-economic backgrounds (resources) will take longer 

(time) — as it demands to reach a mutual understanding — than the knowledge 

produced created by a homogeneous group of people who all have the same standpoint 

that they use to justify their knowledge. However, it will contribute to better quality of 

knowledge, even though it might feel — especially for the ones currently dominating 

the field — more costly and time consuming.  
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Image 8. Knowledge creation in the context or of the Iron Triangle  

 

Therefore, the quality enhancement of knowledge creation that gets formulated by 

including both genders — with it the associated diversity and depth — is crucial if the 

research aims at establishing deeper understanding in depth the various project management 

realities. This being so, even though it might cost a little more, and take a slightly more time.  

This would strengthen the epistemological quality within the academic field and consequently 

have various important positive implications for the professional community. In the following 

chapters the following research question will be addressed:  

 

• RQ1: How much research has been done on gender issues in project management and 

related fields of research?  

• RQ2: How is that research reflected in the practice field of project management?  

• RQ3: Based on its research history and RQ1 and RQ2 can one argue that there is a 

gender bias in knowledge creation within the field of project management? 

 

III. Methods 

Scoping for data distribution 

The method of research for this paper consisted of a bibliometric analysis of research 

output within the field of project management over the past decades, a gender-ratio 

membership survey of project management associations worldwide and a desk review of the 

ethical policies and codes of conduct promoted by membership associations ⎯ all scrutinized 
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under the feminist perspective of feminist standpoint theory.  

As there are two main commonly used English-language based citation databases 

available for biblio- and scientometric research — Web of Science and Scopus     — it was 

necessary to decide on which of the two, or both, to use for this research. Initially the Web of 

Science was considered as a key source of data but following initial test searches for scoping, 

both of the databases with regards to frequency and distribution of the chosen search terms, 

performed in a very similar fashion for both. However, in the end Scopus ultimately 

proved to be more comprehensive with more results over a longer period of time. 

Furthermore, with only a limited period of access to the statistical database SciVal 

during this research it was impossible to overlook the benefits of Scopus. The reason 

being that SciVal´s information dissemination is based entirely on data from Scopus it 

gave the opportunity to enhance even further the information available. The amount of 

explorable data over time and content was simply not available in the same way by 

using Web of Science (see Image 9, below). To determine if the research should be 

based on the concept of “women” rather than “gender” a test search was performed in 

the two citation databases. The searches were performed in the so-called Advanced 

Search Interface and both searches were structured according to the textual fields in 

the two systems. In the Web of Science, the textual field Topic Search (TS) was used 

with the Boolean operator AND. The search in Scopus applied the indexed descriptor 

Title-abstract-keyword (TITL-ABS-KEY) and the Boolean operator AND.  

 

 

Image 9. An overview of the initial data scoping and search techniques  

 

After the initial scoping of data distribution in the two citation databases it 

became clear that Scopus delivered more comprehensive results. Scopus also retrieved 
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more results over a longer period of time for both variations of initial searches where the 

concept “women” and when the concept “gender” was searched for in a combination with the 

concept “project management.” The concept “gender” was chosen as the main keyword in 

SciVal but both variations were used to search Scopus to be able to gauge a longer history of 

gender research in the bibliometric output extractable in Scopus but not available by the same 

means in SciVal. Obviously, the concept “gender” can refer to the concept “women” or 

include the concept of “women”, but the concept “women” does not necessarily refer to the 

concept of “gender”. Following this initial testing process of determining the search design 

for the main bibliometric data the following four methods of collecting data were combined as 

to provide a multidimensional perspective:   

1. Defining project management research via SciVal 

The research statistical database SciVal which bases its information dissemination on 

data from Scopus was used to scope and define the research area “project management” since 

project management is not indexed as such, like e.g., engineering, computer sciences or social 

sciences, in Web of Science or Scopus. This research was, therefore, able to scope project 

management research worldwide by defining it as a research area based on publications held 

in Scopus. By extracting and disseminating dozens of indexed subject areas five subject areas 

were established as the main contributors to project management research worldwide. These 

five main contributors of project management research were furthermore valuable as to 

explore the extent to which they were active in their own gender research.  

2. Research output on project management via Scopus  

To be able to establish and compare the research output for “gender” a structured 

search of title, abstract and keywords (TITL-ABS-KEY) for “project management AND 

gender” was searched across the entire Scopus database. Furthermore, to establish the 

research output for project management across different subject areas searches were done for 

the indexed subject areas of engineering, computer science, business, management and 

accounting, social sciences and decision sciences that had previously been established as the 

main five research contributors for project management research in SciVal.  

3. Survey on worldwide membership data  

An email survey asking for the gender ratio between male and female in membership 

was sent to a total of 73 project management associations around the world, and to three 

associations working on an international level, The International Project Management 

Association (IPMA), Association of Project Management (APM in the UK) and Project 

Management Institute (PMI in the USA) and the Australian Institute of Project Management 

(AIPM). The results were reviewed for gender equality and reflected upon from a feminist 
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perspective with the other research output results on gender in project management. 

4. Codes of Ethics and Professional Conduct explored  

Ethical policies and Codes of Conduct of international project management 

organizations and their worldwide associations were reviewed for text on gender equality.  

Data collection 

Coverage in Scopus covered over 5000 publishers and 77 million items 

indexed at the time of research. Access for this research was provided by the Iceland 

National and Library Consortia and paywall subscriptions so coverage may differ in 

locations and type of subscription over time (Baas et al., 2020). Searches were 

performed in 2020. Data collection for this research was performed in four ways, by:  

 

1. Revealing statistical data on project management research using SciVal.  

2. Retrieving research output and bibliometric data on project management using Scopus.  

3. International email survey for membership gender data.  

4. Reviewing ethical codes of conduct across leading project management organizations. 

 

This data was used to analyze which fields of research contributed the most to 

project management research for the past quarter of a century, which fields research 

gender in relation to project management research, and which journals had contributed 

the most to project management research and coinciding research on gender. The 

research output and bibliometric data from SciVal and Scopus was then used to reflect 

upon the membership survey results and reviews of ethical codes, i.e., if research on 

gender within project management can be said to be reflected in the projected culture 

of membership associations and their ethical codes on gender equality promoted 

around the world. 

 

IV. Findings 

Data  

Bibliometric data on project management 

This chapter refers to “project management” in inverted commas to underline 

the bibliometric definition of the concept searched for in Web of Science, Scopus and 

consequently SciVal  in the process of this research. The search was defined by using 

inverted commas, such as “project management” so the two words were retrieved as 
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written and side by side. Emitting this detail in the search would result in the two words being 

found intermittently across all of Scopus’ and Web of Science’s indexes, then resulting in 

document retrievals that are inconclusive for the research design which aims to define solely 

the research output for “project management” in relation to the keyword “gender”. To scope 

out existing bibliometric data, paid access to citation databases such as Web of Science and 

Scopus were crucial. But there are, however, other ways to go about collecting bibliometric 

data and one option would have been to use the popular search engine Google Scholar (GS). 

Using GS to scope the distribution and frequency of research on the concept “project 

management” will, at the time of this research, retrieve around 1.700.000 document results, 

87.300 results for +”project management” +gender and 93.800 results for +”project 

management” +women. Google Scholar allows some extra control over searches like locking 

for how words appear next to each other by using parenthesis and by using the +sign to 

indicate that the word must be found in combination with the search.  

 

 

Image 10. Google Scholar results  

 

Google Scholar searches for both paid-access databases and free or open resources of 

scholarly information, but many of its results are overlapping the results from Scopus and 

Web of Science (Harzing & Alakangas, 2016; Martín-Martín et al., 2018). Google Scholar 

furthermore retrieves a lot of its results from online university depositories which explains the 

dramatic count difference between the citation databases of Scopus and Web of Science and 

the search engine. In comparison to GS’s 1.700.000 results on the single phrase “project 

management”, Scopus will retrieve around 95.000 document results from a keyword (KEY) 

search. Web of Science in contrast only returns around 10.000 document results from a 

textual search using Topic (TS=) for “project management”. 

 

 

Image 11. Differences in Google Scholar, Scopus and Web of Science results 

 

The discrepancy between results is enormous and it was deemed that by using Google 
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Scholar it would create systemic problems to the research that was either not present 

or easier to manage by using paid-access databases like Scopus or Web of Science. 

What meant eliciting only paid-published documents and not university theses, 

viewing publications by research topics and/or subject field. Both Scopus and Web of 

Science retrieve and provide different results based on how the search is configured in 

each instance, which are the sources that create the database, and how the database is 

indexed. Neither Scopus nor Web of Science have project management listed as a 

specific field of research, or as a specific subject area to extract data from. Neither do, 

however, recognize project management as a research topic. Because of this indexing 

tradition the topic of project management is handled as a subject to other fields of 

knowledge and not as a knowledge of its own. This indexing tradition is indicative of 

the fact that there is a lot of interdisciplinary research happening within the field of 

project management which previous project management research, mentioned in the 

introduction chapter to this paper, has found to be either a weakness or a strength, 

depending on how you approach the fact. Either way, it is relevant with regards to the 

variables make up the knowledge creation process that is the main topic of this paper. 

Other citation databases like the SciELO, the Russian Index of Science Citation or the 

Chinese Science Citation Databases were not considered for this research due to 

language barriers; so with respect to covering a global culture of project management 

research there are limitations in this research and the consequent conclusion.   

Scoping for gender data 

The initial comparison searches between Web of Science and Scopus were 

done to evaluate and ultimately decide which database to use. The results illustrated 

below show that Scopus was the obvious choice both in terms of coverage over time 

and number of results. Scopus allows the use of complex search queries using field 

codes, Boolean and proximity operators to narrow the scope of the search with a range 

of descriptors whereas Web of Science allows for limiting searches to the indexed 

descriptor Topic (TS=), Boolean operators and proximity operators. For the initial 

scoping searches, no other limitations, e.g., per document type, language or period, 

were set for either database. See Images 8 and 9 below for comparison between the 

two citation databases on the search for “project management” in relation to “women” 

and “gender”, consecutively.  
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Image 12. Systematic comparison between Scopus and Web of Science for  

“women” AND “project management” 

 

 

Image 13. Systematic comparison between Scopus and Web of Science for  

“gender” AND “project management” 

 

This initial scoping search for data established the citation database Scopus as the 

bibliometric resource for the research output researched for this paper on “project 

management” in relation to “gender”. Scopus has the one citation listed for 1977 referring to 

women as subjects in a project regarding “family planning” which fell out of the scope of this 

research. Incidentally, the oldest citation for the keyword women as active stakeholders in 

project management is listed for 1979. Regardless, “gender” was decided on over “women” as 

it can include the concept “women” and the bibliometric retrieval was more comprehensive 

when using “gender” in terms of consistent publishing across time and also in the subject 

fields that emerged as the main contributors to project management research over the years.   
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SciVal  

Delving into the data 

SciVal, Elsevier’s research statistical platform, bases all its data on information from 

Scopus and so it comes as no surprise that project management is not available in SciVal 

either as a research discipline or subject area in itself. In fact, the problem of “project 

management” not being indexed as a subject area in Scopus was overcome by using 

SciVal. SciVal provides a unique way of disseminating and analyzing research output 

and is mainly used by research institutions to compare and benchmark their research 

and research performance on an international level, to analyz e collaboration and to 

innovate based on emerging trends. But as for this research, it can also be used for 

slightly bibliometric analyses and research and this paper used SciVal solely for such a 

purpose. In SciVal researchers can define new research areas other than those already 

indexed in Scopus as subjects or fields of research by completing a step-by-step 

selection process of data from Scopus. This method was applied for this research to 

gauge the interdisciplinary research output on “project management” in general and in 

relation to research output on gender within project management research. This 

mapping approach by each research area for “project management” in terms of subject 

fields revealed which research fields or academic research disciplines contribute the 

most to project management research.  

Visualizing the data 

Following the definition of the five main subject areas which contribute the 

most to research in project management the data was visualized using SciVal’s 

Benchmarking module. The Benchmarking module in offers a way to see how 

scholarly output is distributed over different subject areas or disciplines and how they 

compare. Below is an Image displaying how the subject area ‘project management' 

compares in scholarly output on its own in comparison to its five leading contributors. 

The subject areas or as I refer to as disciplines are marked miscellaneous in SciVal as 

can be seen in Image 15 below. The miscellaneous subject areas were chosen for the 

purpose of this research because of time restrictions regarding access to SciVal during 

this research which made it impossible to go into more detail but that may be possible 

for future research where a better analysis would be possible to understand where 

project research is happening, how and why. In Image 14 below “project 

management” is at the lower right corner which visually shows how it scores 

significantly lower in scholarly output compared to all its contributing disciplines 
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shown which are not restricted to “project management”, “gender” or “women”.  

 

 

Image 14. Scholarly output for the five subject areas and project management (bottom right 

corner).  

 

The period in SciVal is restricted to Scopus’ coverage for 1996-2020. Social Sciences 

in red in the top right corner score highest on the horizontal axis with just over 200.000 

documents and a views count of 2.71 million. Following are Engineering in yellow with 

170.000 documents and 1.53 million views, Computer Science in bright red with 120.000 

documents and what looks like 1 million views, Business, Management and Accounting 

comes in at 90.000 documents and around 1.5 million views like Engineering. Decision 

Sciences trail last of the five with well over 20.000 documents and what looks like 150.000 

views, but project management is on the axis as just over 20.000 documents and 301.000 

views. The difference between the project management scholarly output in general, 

interdisciplinary research across different subject areas without the limit of research on 

gender, and the output on gender research within project managements as a research area 

defined in SciVal based on Scopus data is compared in Image 15 below.  
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Image 15. Contrast between research output project management only and project 

management and gender barely seen on the x-axis. 

 

There is striking visual difference in the research output on gender within project 

management versus the overall scholarly output for project management seen at the 

top left corner of the Image. The overall output for project management is just under 

17.000 documents for the time period that Scopus covers, 1996-2020. For the same 

period, 24 years, scholarly output for is around 500 documents research on gender 

within project management recorded. This means that, on average, research on gender 

within project management (interdisciplinary fields responsible for contributing to 

project management research) is about 20-21 publications a year for the 24-year 

period. This does not mean that gender is always being researched as an internal 

disciplinary issue on the gender equality issues within project management, but rather 

gender is being researched as a subject in particular projects, e.g., as demographic 

groups of people affected by projects.    

Top five research fields for project management 

Viewing the defined research area, “project management”, in context with the 

research topic “gender”, for the period 1996-mid 2020 displays 136 publications 

distributed across its top five contributing subject areas or disciplines. See figure 16. 

below. 
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Image 16. Results for project management and gender for top 5 subject areas for 1996-mid 

2020.  

 

These top five subject areas therefore contribute to and make up a good part of the 

0.114% existing research on research on gender within “project management” that this 

research discovered in Scopus. By searching for research on “project management” in the 

module ‘Overview’ and using ‘Define a new research area’ in the ‘Research Areas’ tab, six 

hours of automated computing revealed the many subject areas indexed by Scopus that make 

up the research output for “project management” for the closer in time period 2015-2020. 

 

 

Image 17. Subject areas contributing to “project management” research 2015-2020. 
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The results reveal in further detail many more subject areas indexed in Scopus 

that contribute to “project management” research over the past five years. These are 

academic disciplines such as mathematics, environmental science, economics, energy, 

finance and more but for the purposes of this research the top five were chosen as 

research output examples to analyze further. According to this data, added up, the five 

most prolific subject areas for research on “project management” during 2015-2020 

make up for a total of 17.763 document results containing the phrase “project 

management”:  

 

 

Image 18 Research output of “project management” for top 5 disciplines in SciVal. 

 

The five top examples hold their consecutive rank of order even when the search is 

widened to include project management as separate concepts (“project management” AND 

(project OR management) over a longer period of time. So, it does not seem to impact the 

results if the search is restricted in this sense. It is worth noting that some results may overlap 

as journal titles may be indexed to two or more subject areas within Scopus but for the period 

1996-2020 a similar image appears: 
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Image 19. Mapping the context of subject areas that contribute to project management 1996-

2020.  

 

The above gives a detailed idea of which subject areas or disciplines are contributing 

to project management research for the past 24 years which correlate with a stricter search for 

past five years. The data indicates that for the past 24 years, 1996-2020, research trends for 

project management have been steady and ongoing within the subject fields revealed. So, 

whether or not time is set from the first reference to gender in this context of project 

management or randomly closer in time to 2015 gives us the same division indicating a set 

development within project management and gender research. The top five subject areas for 

research on project management remain the same regardless of how the search is restricted.  

Top five project management research fields and gender research 

SciVal provided an overview of research output on gender for each of the five subject 

areas that comprise the newly defined research area “project management”. The highest score 

among the five is with engineering, 5.840 research articles for the 24 years, see Image 20. 

below. The number is for the total indexed for engineering, but some results overlap with 

other subject areas and are therefore listed within engineering as such, the same goes for the 

other four subject areas that comprise the most research on project management.   
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Image 20. Results for Engineering AND gender 1996-2020. 

 

To calculate, this means that on average 243 research articles a year are 

indexed to gender and engineering for nearly a quarter of a century publication 

history. Again, although gender is indexed as part of research it does not distinguish 

between gender as demographics or gender as an equality issue pertaining to the 

research design.  

 

 

Image 21. Results for Social Sciences and gender.  
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Results for Social Sciences as a contributing research field to project management for 

gender related research is 2.961 for 24 years or approximately 123 articles a year during the 

period.  

 

 

Image 22. Results for Computer Science AND gender 1996-2020. 

 

Above, Image 22, shows the results for Computer Science, revealing only 1.019 

published articles indexed for gender, or approximately 42 a year during the period.  

 

 

Image 23. Results for Business, Management and Accounting and gender.  

 

Results for the same period of 1996-2020 for Business, management, and accounting 
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in relation to gender research within the defined subject area of project management 

shows only 194 articles published or around 8 articles a year.  

 

 

Image 24. Results for Decision Sciences and gender. 

 

The decision-making sciences come last with only 17 articles for the period, or 

less than one a year. This is perhaps explained by the late arrival of the scientific field 

compared to the other four long established ones. The above gives an indication of 

how much or little research there is on gender for the past quarter of a century within 

project management as listed by the top five subject areas that contribute to the 

research within the field.  

 

Project management and gender data 

Project management journals 

To examine the indexing distribution for the keyword “gender” within the field 

of project management, SciVal was used to reveal how the term occurs for the same 

period as before, 1996-2020.  
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Image 25. Project management journals and gender when not controlled for the subject areas.  

 

Image 25 above has no filters for the five contributing subject areas whereas Image 26. 

below has such filters. Above retrieves 157 articles across many titles and filtered only 35 but 

the ranking of titles remains unaltered.  

 

 

Image 26. Results for project management journals and gender - controlled for the subject 

areas. 
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A 157 documents are found for the 24-year period for research on gender 

within project management but only 35 documents for the same 24-year period when 

limited to project management publications. The two searches give an indication for 

interest in gender as a concept within the field of project management. As an indexed 

keyword the word “gender” only appears 1,46 times a year for the 24-year publication 

history. Whether or not the concept is indexed for demographic reasons or not is 

irrelevant in this case. The research interest in gender is marginal however you look at 

it within the project management journals.  

Bibliometric data 

When searching the project management literature available in Scopus no 

results are available for the keywords (KEY) “project management” and “women” 

prior to 1993 when two documents emerge: one on women in engineering and the 

other on women as vulnerable subjects of projects. See Image 27 below.  

 

 

Image 27. First two results for ‘women’ and ‘project management’ in 1993.  

 

Document retrieval of women as marginal and/or vulnerable subjects in 

projects is evident when searching the literature in Scopus using keywords related to 

“women” in the context of project management. For the decade 1990-1999 seven 

journal documents are retrievable on women and project management but only five 

have the keyword ‘women’ indexed. Some of these articles include the keyword 
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“female”, but their titles are the following: Rural population-women; Women in 

Development; Women’s Groups, Gender issues; Informal women’s career processes; 

Women’s careers; Gender relations; Women’s needs; Women’s status-India and 

Women assistants. The keyword “female” was omitted from this research as part of 

the search strategy because of a strong medical bias related to retrieval (see Appendix 

1).  

As already mentioned, these titles indicate that in the project management literature 

women during this decade, 1990-1999, are more often passive research subjects and not 

researched as active participants or contributors to knowledge in project management. The 

five titles retrieved for the 1990’s that are actually indexed with the keyword women are: 

Women, population and development: rural women's passage to empowerment (Villareal, 

1995); Everyday experts? Professionals' women assistants and information technology 

(Holtgrewe, 1994); Team leading in software development: a comparison between women 

and men (Sonnentag, 1994); Informal processes and women's careers in information 

technology management (Shapiro, 1994) and Whose interests? Problems in planning for 

women's practical needs (Alsop, 1993). These titles further enhance the understanding that 

even if women are active participants, they are assistants or only marginally participating or 

contributing to a project management profession or culture via “informal processes”. The last 

title referred to for the 1990’s resonates with the 1979 title of women being problematic and is 

an indication of the prevailing trend to regard women as problematic participants in the field 

of project management.  

Comparing analyses for the two searches KEY(“project management”) AND 

KEY(women/men) by subject area reveals an interest in the field of engineering to research 

both subjects, circa 50% of project management research is within engineering that contains 

the keywords “men” and “women”. See Image 28 and 29 below:  
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Image 28. “Project management” and “men” as indexed by Scopus for subject area 

 

 

Image 29. “Project management” and “women” as indexed by Scopus for subject area 

 

But for different time periods according to the data in Scopus. Men have at 

least been indexed from 1978 but women from only from 1993, so men’s research 

history extends women’s by 15 years as Scopus indexing would have it. See Images 

30 and 31 below:  
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Image 30. “Project management” and “men” indexed by Scopus 1978-2020 

 

The research results show that research on men in relation to project management 

grows steadily in the years leading up the financial climax of 2007 when the research 

plummets, see Image 31 below:   

 

 

Image 31. Project management research indexed with keyword “men” plummets in 2007.  

 

When research in men in relation to project management crashes in 2007 something 

happens with research on women in relation to project management and it suddenly jumps up, 
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see Image 32 below:  

 

 

Image 32. “Project management” and “women” indexed by Scopus 1993-2020 

 

Images 31 and 32 show there is growing interest, although marginal still, for 

gender research during 2002-2007 but then interest plummets for men while it jumps 

for women in 2008, the year the world saw the crash of the global financial world 

followed by a large-scale socio-economic crisis. Moving systematically through the 

decades in Scopus using the keyword “women” in the context of project management 

the 2000’s reveal seven journal documents for “project management” and “women”, 

five of which approach the topic of women in the context of natural resource 

management where women are researched as vulnerable and marginal but not as 

active participants or contributors to knowledge in managing projects (Arditi & Balci, 

2009; Giraldo, 2010; Johnson et al., 2004; Khatibi & Yamakanamardi, 2009; Martino, 

2008; McCusker & Oberhauser, 2006; Singh et al., 2004). Research on women as a 

topic in project management remains sporadic through 2011-2020 although it 

increases compared to the years before. See Images 33 and 34 below:  
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Image 33. Sporadic publication period. 

  

Applying a narrower search for TITLE-ABS-KEY search for “project management” 

AND TITLE-ABS-KEY “women”, the format “Article” and for the decade between 2011-

2020, Scopus retrieves 34 journal articles.  

 

 

Image 34.  Results per year for “project management” AND “women” during 2011-2020. 

 

13 of these articles are published in project management journals seen on Image 34 

above as Construction Management and Economics, International Journal of Project 

Management, International Journal of Organization and Management and Project 
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Management Journal (last two lines of the search text results top of the Image). 

 

 

Image 35. Two project management journals publish 11 of 13 articles on “project 

management” AND “women” during 2011-2020.  

 

The two journal titles that publish 11 of the 13 articles, Construction 

Management and Economics and International Journal of Project Management, 

respectively have 6 and 5 articles each. The frequency of publication for those articles 

during the decade is visible on Image 35, above.  

For comparison, the same search structure (TITLE-ABS-KEY) and period 

retrieves 2.031 documents for “project management” and “risk management”, see 

Image 36 below.  

 

 

Image 36. Search for “project management” and “risk management” 2011-2020 
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A further comparison search for “project management” and “knowledge 

management”, retrieves 1.028 documents for the same search structure but the two 

subjects were two of the top trending research topics according to Padalkar and 

Gopinath. These searches give some context to research trends, including “women”, 

within the field of project management which are not surprising.   

 

 

Image 37. Search for “project management” and “knowledge management”, 2011-2020 

 

“Male” is also available as a keyword for search in Scopus but similar to “female” the 

results indicate a demographic group relating mainly to health, education, or impact of 

construction research. Below is a search done for demonstration for the same decade, 2011-

2020: 

 

 

Image 38. Distribution of subject areas for research on “project management” and “male” for 

the period 2011-2020.  
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The reason the keyword “female” was not chosen for this research is due to the 

same reason:  

 

 

Image 39. Results for keyword search “female” 

 

Other results for this decade represent research where women are indexed as a 

topic in context with project management because they are the marginal or vulnerable 

subjects of the research itself and not active participants in supervising projects.   

Gender and project management research history  

The keyword “gender” first appears in the context of project management 

literature in Scopus when the journal article What’s all the “Fighting about? Conflicts 

in Project Management” (Posner, 1986) appeared in IEEE’s Transactions on 

Engineering Management. 

Unlike Starke’s approach to women as problematic in 1979 (the first research 

document where the topic of “women” is indexed by Scopus in the context of project 

management), Posner’s results did not find gender to be a conflicting factor for project 

complexity, but his research included 183 males and 129 females where 161 had 

supervisorial responsibilities. Posner’s research did not specify how many of those 

161 supervisors were female supervisors, but it did state that “the lowest degree of 

conflict intensity occurred over administrative procedures.”  This brings us back to 

previously mentioned research on women in projects in the 1990’s where the 

administrative tasks women were then often responsible for were regarded as 

professional advancements for women within the project management field  

(Holtgrewe, 1994; Shapiro, 1994). If the hierarchy of male over female during the 

eighties is anything to go by “the lowest degree of conflict” is no surprise if the 161 
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supervisorial responsibilities were the men’s.  According to Posner, “The institutionalization 

of “project management” as an organizational form” explained this positive change of less 

conflict from previous research where administrative work had ranked higher for conflict. 

Previously, men had been in charge of the admin work, i.e., when it ranked higher for conflict 

and men were working with men. Previously, women were not part of the working life to the 

degree they were in the eighties when admin work showed less signs of conflict. Whether or 

not women were in the majority for doing the administrative work within the organizational 

form of project management was however not disclosed in Posner’s research. 

Using the same approach as for the instance of “women” to retrieve literature on 

“gender” in the context of project management Scopus retrieves 39 journal article documents 

from 1993-2020 or during 27 years of publication. Calculated for an average publication on 

“gender” and “project management” this means just under a single article and a half during 

every year but distribution and frequency over time is on an ad-hoc basis as it is also with 

“women”, see Image 40 below.  The top cited article in 2013, Uncovering sexuality and 

gender: An intersectional examination of women’s experience in UK construction, (Wright, 

2013) goes beyond the male/female bias within project management and reports how the UK 

construction industry scores lower in equality and diversity inclusion compared to other UK 

employers and explores how both gender and sexuality affect women in the construction 

industry.

 

 

Image 40. Results for “project management” AND “gender” are sporadic over time.  

 

Looking systematically at research citing this paper shows there is a growing trend of 

citations throughout 2020 indicating a widening academic interest not only in women within 

project management but in the concept of gender as a whole –at least in the UK:  
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Image 41. Citation history of Wright’s research: Uncovering sexuality and gender

 

Articles published at the right peak of the graph in 2020 are too recent to have 

any citations recorded in Scopus at the time of this research. One title of six stands out 

and correlates in some ways to Wright’s findings on harassment within construction 

projects in 2013 but the 2020 title reads: Construction labour, subcontracting and 

masculinity: “construction is a man’s job”(Çınar, 2020) and concludes:  

 

“Nevertheless, the male worker culture that feeds off different 

masculinities still retains the power to dominate and exclude 

women as workers from the construction site, e.g., through 

means of sexual harassment.”  

 

The construction industry as it relates to project management is here described 

as active ground for inequality and harassment even though the Association of Project 

Management in the UK promotes a thorough code of professional conduct with a 

correlating guide for a disciplinary process (APM Code of Professional Conduct, 

2010)  

Scopus and Project management journals  

To focus the research further a search was performed within the main project 

management journal titles found within Scopus. The indexed keywords “women” and 

“project management” were searched to be found in the article titles of the project 

management journals.  The project management journals were searched with TITLE-
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ABS-KEY for ‘project management’ AND TITLE-ABS-KEY for “women”. 384 documents 

were retrieved for the period 1977-2020.  

 

 

 

Image 42. Project management and women retrieve 384 documents from 1977-2021 

 

 

 

Image 43. Limiting search to see which journals publish with “women” in article title  

 

The search results indicate that on average publication on women in project 

management, whether as a demographic group of subjects to projects being researched or as 

part of a gendered research on project management, during this period of 43 years, 1977-

2020, is 8,5 articles per year. Image 44 below, shows the frequency of citations of the articles 
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on gender within project management journals. As the Image shows citations are 

marginal, most under five for a decade and indicates very low impact if any within the 

field of project management.   

 

 

Image 44. Citation count is low for articles with keyword “women” from 1977 

 

A final search to gauge the interest in research on gender or women in project 

management journals resulted in 19 documents for the period 2003-2020.  

 

 

Image 45. Narrowed search to find “gender” or “women” in title, abstract or keyword in 

project management articles.  

 

Shortening the period to 2011-2020 for the same exact search the Project 
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management journal titles yielded seven documents for the period 2011-2020 and with the 

same exact search but all project management journals are listed with Scopus with three 

overlapping in Web of Science. 

 

 

Image 46. The seven articles and their subject areas in project management journals for 

2011-2020. 

 

The time period for the project management journals publishing articles on research 

which included gender (demographic or topic) emerged as 1979-2020 from the total results of 

19. One article was published in 1979 within the subject area of Engineering, see Image 47 

below. 

 

Image 47. One result for women in article title from 1979   

 

The other 18 articles were all indexed within the subject area of Business, 

Management and Accounting in the period 2003-2020.  
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Image 48. 18 results for gender or women in article titles for project management journals 

 

Overall, every search demonstrates limited to no research on gender or women 

within the five subject areas defined in SciVal and also as searched for further in 

Scopus. Bibliometric findings are therefore consistent in the way that they reveal the 

topic of women as underrepresented within project management research for the past 

decades.  

Research on gender is marginal  

This chapter reveals the main bibliometric finding for this research. It reveals 

how marginal research on gender and women is within project management since the 

first document in 1942 is recorded by Scopus. Scopus was used systemically to elicit 

how much research has been done on “women” and “gender”, respectively, in the 

context of “project management”.  

At the time of this research Scopus retrieves 94.993 documents across the 

database between 1942-2021 when the keyword (KEY) “project management” is 

searched on its own. Add the keyword (KEY) “gender” and results narrow to 108 

documents between 1993-2020. Using the keyword (KEY) “women” instead of 

“gender” narrows results to 78 documents between 1993-2019.  
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Image 49. Data results for research on project management, gender and women in Scopus. 

 

This overview of data retrieved in Scopus for this research reveals that research on 

gender or women within the research domain of project management is marginal or only 

around 0,1% of the overall research published and indexed with the keyword “project 

management”.  

0,1% would not be categorized as a research trend so research on women and gender 

within the field of project management is marginal.  

To try and gauge a difference in research trends searches were performed in Scopus 

by the SciVal defined subject areas determined to do the most project management research 

and “gender” and “knowledge”. The difference is stark, see Images 50 and 51 below.  

 

 

Image 50. Results by research areas for research on gender and time 

 

The search for ‘gender’ and ‘project management’ extends furthest back to 1984 in 

social sciences but closest in time, 2002 in the youngest subject field of research called 
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decision-making sciences. The numbers per field of research is marginal compared to 

the thousands of results for ‘knowledge’ and ‘project management’.  

 

 

Image 51. Results and time for research on knowledge  

 

The difference in frequency between the two research trends is immense and 

again the bibliometric research findings indicate that interest in research on gender 

within the field of project management is marginal and done only by the very few.  

 

 

Image 52. Results for Subject areas and project management in Scopus 

 

Comparing project management research on gender with research on project 

management within the Scival defined subject areas in Scopus is perhaps not 

surprising but nevertheless striking, see Image 52 above. Results for “gender” AND 

“project management” in Image 50. are in the tens and much closer in time whereas 

results for “project management” and the five different subject areas in Image 51 are 
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in the thousands and tens of thousands over a much longer period, and always at least a 

decade longer.  

 

Survey on gender 

Membership data 

An email survey on membership data was sent out to 73 national project management 

associations around the world. The survey asked for the ratio between two genders, male and 

female for the year 2019. This research initially aimed to contact those 73 national division 

via the IPMA contact page but with responses at 27,8% the membership survey was directed 

through the Project Management Institute (PMI), with headquarters in the US, and its 

divisions around the world. The response rate consequently rose to 37%.  

 

 

Image 53.  Overview of membership data collection.  

 

The results from the membership data survey revealed overall that 31% of 

membership is female. According to a 2020 database retrieval from IPMA (Appendix 4) 

women account for only 7% of certified members. 93% of IPMA certified members are men. 

According to the survey results for this research women are 30% of registered members of 

project management associations but 63% of membership information is missing. This 
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number is based on the total feedback of the survey, which was a response rate of 

37%, but some associations, like the ones in Canada, Denmark, Sweden, and USA 

reported not keeping gender data about their members (seem Image 54, below). This 

is interesting, especially in light of growing research on importance of gender equality 

worldwide.  
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Image 54. No responses and responses where no gender data is collected (*). 
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The results from the gender data survey support the indication from the 

bibliometric data which finds that women are underrepresented within project 

management but only 31% women are registered as members of project management 

organizations according to these findings. 

Proclaimed gender equality ethical standards  

All leading international project management organizations surveyed for this 

research have ethical standards they promote to their local chapters around the world.  

The International Project Management Association, IPMA, is considered one of the 

leading international organizations for project management in the world, with 73 

national divisions around the world (see membership survey list). According to its 

website the Association of Project Management, in the UK, the APM is the only 

chartered body for project management in the world and represents over 30.000 

individuals and more than 500 organizations across the world. The USA based Project 

Management Institute, PMI, has international chapters across the world but does not 

give numbers for individuals or organizations involved in their work. Rather, the PMI 

states that their work influences almost 3 million project management professionals 

worldwide. The Australian Institute of Project Management, the AIPM, claims to 

have nearly 8000 professionals on their records.  Image 39, below, lists the ethical 

policies and procedures (see also Appendix 2) for the four largest English-language 

project management associations, The International Project Management Association 

(IPMA), Association of Project Management (APM in the UK) and Project 

Management Institute (PMI in the USA) and the Australian Institute of Project 

Management (AIPM).The policies and procedures have in common that they all 

promote specific codes of conduct to their members with a declaration not to tolerate 

discrimination based on gender.  All bodies also promote ethical resources to their 

members and have committees in place to handle formal procedures when complaints 

arise.  The information collected for this research is as it was presented online on the 

commercial websites of all the organizations in question at the time of this research.  
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Image 55. Ethical resources of project management associations worldwide. 

 

It is clear that these associations, with their worldwide reach in certifications, are 

responsible for the ethical education of hundreds of thousands of project managers around the 
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world which have the potential to impact, like the PMI states, millions of people 

across the globe. Promoting an active ethical code of conduct and making sure 

procedures are in place for complaints is therefore of the utmost importance. 

Discussion   

Is there a gender bias in project management research?  

The purpose of this research was to discover if there is a gender bias within 

the field of project management and its knowledge creation traditions. Two 

preliminary research questions were raised so this main question could be answered. 

One was about how much research there was on gender within the field of project 

management and the second asked how that research was reflected within the field of 

project management. The two questions tried to gauge how much quantifiable 

information there was on gender-related issues within the field of project 

management. The first question was answered using bibliometric data and the second 

by using a membership survey asking about the ratio of male/female ratio. The third 

and main research question was, if it is plausible to argue that there was indeed a 

gender bias within the field of project management and its knowledge creation 

traditions? The research found that:  

 

A. A continuous stream of research has been concerned with the weak theoretical and 

conceptual issues in project management research. 

This constitutes an epistemological problem within in the field.  

B. The bibliometric data showed that there is very little research on gender within the 

field.  

This constitutes a disinterest in gender equality within the field.  

C. Despite that Codes or Ethics and Professional Conduct that all profess gender 

equality, membership ratio does not even come close to reflect this professional 

emphasizes. 

This represents a discrepancy of gender equality within the field.  

 

The findings give evidence for a strong gender bias within the field of project 

management. The literature review focused on findings from its historical roots by 

retrieving gender-related research and then by doing a meta-analysis on the issue. The 

literature review revealed the problems academic researchers have been having with 

fundamental questions regarding the knowledge creation within the field. Science is 

nothing without knowledge and from a social constructivist and feminist perspective 

knowledge is a human endeavor that needs all genders equally to contribute if our 

understanding of knowledge is to reflect the whole experience and reality.  
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To be able to explore what effect the findings might have on the quality aspect of 

knowledge creation in project management, this research takes a stand against a gender-blind 

research; against research that does not address gender issues as part of the process of 

knowledge creation. It shows that, unwittingly or not, women have been highly 

underrepresented in the knowledge creation within the field of project management. 

Visualizing the findings of this research helps recognize the common denominator for why 

this is happening:   

 

 

 

Image 56. An indication of gender bias within the field of project management?  

 

Feminist criticism maintains that gender bias within the research community can lead to a 

very limited and incomplete perspectives that greatly undermines our research. Further, 

gender bias limits regardless of how it prevails — as overly male or female biased — but the 

findings of this research correlate with the history of male bias within the research 

community. Women´s contribution, has been undermined, underrepresented or excluded 

from, from the scientific inquiry and the quality of scientific knowledge suffers as a result. 

Condoning this culture is very compromising.      

    Ethical standards and codes of conduct represent a moral code 

set to ensure a certain quality of gender equality and can be viewed as a foundation of what is 

considered acceptable, or not, within a given profession. In this way they define the 

foundation of how to, and how not to do, things. Otherwise, what would be the point of 
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ethical standards?  Developing and condoning gender-blind standards, research and 

membership risks jeopardizing the quality of knowledge and professional work. The findings 

of this research show, however, a discrepancy between the professional ethical standards and 

codes of conduct and the actual reality within the project management profession. Their 

message of gender equality is, for instance, is not reflected in the membership of the project 

management associations, nor in the amount of research on gender within the field. 

Based on this, what is apparent is that the profession is greatly flawed and 

compromised, and hence lacking in integrity. Ethical standards, academic research 

and membership statistics are not in a natural harmony. This fact is visually portrayed 

in Image 57.   

 

 

Image 57. An unsustainable gender bias in the project management research. 

 

The findings in this way show that with regards to quantity of research output 

in the field of project management it does not mirror the ideal vision portrayed in the 

ethical standards and codes of conduct of the associations with regards to gender 

equality. The disparity of the factors underpinning knowledge creation within project 

management: ethical standards, participation in academic research, and professional 

membership in international project management associations, is striking.  

A feminist perspective to knowledge  
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Feminist theory looks at gender inequality as to challenge systemic inequalities and 

feminist epistemology examines how gender influences our understanding, justification, and 

theory of knowledge. The central concept to any feminist epistemology is that of the “situated 

knower”, which states that knowledge will inevitably reflect the perspectives of the knower 

in every situation (Anderson, 2020; Harding, 2004). In other words, any knower will be 

constrained to know only what is within the knower’s perspective. To try and visualize what 

“situated knowledge” means the Iron Triangle model of project management can be used. 

The model can describe how different constraints, time, and resources, in the knowledge 

creation process of the knower will affect the outcome of knowledge (see image 58 below):  

 

Image 58. The situated knower according to the Iron Triangle mode.  

 

The knower in this model will have different kinds of knowledge about their world 

depending on how much time and resources are available to him or her. This means, among 

other things that different socio-economic background will affect the knower’s knowledge 

and the quality of his or her knowledge. Another helpful idea is the parable of the blind men 

and the elephant; where each blind man feels a different part of the elephant, but only one 

part each and without the knowledge of them all the understanding of the whole of the 

elephant is impossible.  
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Image 59. From The Heath readers by grades, D.C. Heath and Company (Boston), p. 69., 
Public Domain, Illustrator unknown. https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=4581263 

 

In the tale, when asked to describe the elephant based on their perception, they 

all described very different things. And yet, they were all trying to describe the same 

reality to base — in our context — their method and practice on. The reality and the 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=4581263
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wholeness of what the elephant constitutes as a whole is compromised; and so also the 

possible practical implication of that knowledge – or lack thereof.   

Knowledge as socially situated  

According to the Iron Triangle model and the parable of the blind men and the 

elephant, resources and time have an unquestionable effect on the work at hand. Central to 

any feminist theory a knower’s social position will always affect what the knower can know 

because of restraints from social factors such as time and resources (health, finances, 

education, gender, race). Using the elephant tale as a representative of how we analyze and 

define our knowledge puts the things into perspective. If the group would, for instance, be a 

blindfolded group of elderly women with a traditional female background of emotional and 

cognitive labor involved in taking care of others throughout their lives the analysis would 

perhaps involve how to feed, clean, and otherwise take care of their part of the elephant.  

     This shows that knowledge — especially practical 

knowledge as we seek in project management — is inevitably situated both on a personal and 

social level.  The unquestionable correlation of constraints described by the Iron Triangle 

restraints model and the elephant parable is also central the feminist theoretical perspective 

which argues like feminist theory which analysis the effects of social stratification on the 

knower, and the way societies are layered with gender, race, class, and other categories 

therefore shapes what one can know. It also shoes how social position can be determined by 

the time and resources an individual or even a demographic group has access to. An example 

could be, for instance, a financially secure Caucasian man in Europe with assets like higher 

education, a well-paid and secure job, a house, a car, a wife and two children. Working for 

him as a housemaid is a young widowed Liberian woman with two dependent children and a 

primary school education, living hand to mouth to provide food and a rented shelter. Time 

and resources have impacted the lives of the two persons very differently, as the man has 

been able to secure his position with both time and other resources including funding for 

education and income with well-paid work, but the woman has been undermined and 

constrained by time and her assets, unable to break an unsecure cycle of hand-to-mouth living 

standard. The two share, however, a certain knowledge of the man’s house and yet the two 

will have very different take on that knowledge; their knowledge of it is bound by their social 

situation.  

Science is not objective  

Feminist standpoint theory argues that science is never objective, and that scientific 

inquiry, theory and research has not only marginalized women throughout history but 

furthermore jeopardized the quality of knowledge by this biased exclusion. Feminist 

philosopher, Sandra Harding, argues that the problem with science is what she conceptualizes 

as ‘strong objectivity’. ‘Strong objectivity’, according to Harding, is the androcentric bias in 
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research where male researchers attempt to be the neutral researcher. Feminist theory 

denies this possibility of neutrality because of its central claim that knowledge is 

always situated, and no knower can overcome their social stratification and somehow 

detach from their social knowledge conditioning. However, if male researchers as 

humans are able to reach this state of scientific neutrality in their knowledge creation, 

then so also should women, being of the same species with the same organs and 

biological functions. This is of course, unless women are somehow not as efficient as 

males in this regard but then surely research must provide evidence for how and why 

women as are not able to contribute in the same way to scientific knowledge creation 

as men.   The prevalence of a male biased culture in science can be demonstrated with 

a recent example from the Covid-19 pandemic on academic researchers and producers 

of scientific knowledge. Research on how time and resources were distributed in 

households of academics with children showed that women still experienced the 

sexual hierarchy of labour and childcare and were thereby denied access to the same, 

and would be, equal resources their male partners utilized for their research (Langin 

et. al. 2021).  

 

 

Image 60. Gendered distribution of chores and research according to Langin’s findings. 

 

Results in Langin’s research showed that women scientists spent considerably 

more time doing the emotional, cognitive, and gendered labor than their male partners 

even though working from home during the Covid pandemic was equally true for 
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them and their male partners.  

Feminist Standpoint Theory and the Iron Triangle  

Analysing the findings of this research from a perspective of feminist 

standpoint reveals how knowledge of the excluded or the oppressed, in this case 

women within the field of project management, give them epistemic privilege, which is lost 

on the dominant group, men within the field of project management. Epistemic privilege 

philosophically refers to the privileged access one has to knowledge, i.e., one’s own thoughts 

which are by definition inaccessible by others. Sandra Harding turned this concept on its head 

to represent access to knowledge that oppressed groups and more specifically in standpoint 

theory, women as an excluded and oppressed demographic group, have that the oppressor or 

the dominant group, men, cannot experience because of socio-economic hierarchy of men 

over women.  

The definition of women in this context of standpoint feminism and project 

management relies on the gender inequality identified in this research by the discrepancy of 

gender in the membership data and also the marginal research on gender that the bibliometric 

analysis showed. Together these findings provide epistemic evidence for the lack of 

contribution women are able to have within the field of project management. In this context, 

women within the field of project management have an epistemic advantage over men and 

women’s knowledge about the world, according to a feminist standpoint analysis would in 

the context of the findings of this research benefit the field of project management in an 

emancipatory way. The epistemic advantage and privilege of women’s knowledge within the 

field of project management can therefore, according to standpoint theory, add value to the 

knowledge creation within the field of project management. 

Only 30% of female membership worldwide represents knowledge input within the 

field of project management. That is parallel to other recent research findings where only 

30% of females contribute to research worldwide. These results combined can be interpreted 

to mean that there is in effect 20% excess of male input or impact on knowledge within 

project management. According to research data introduced in the Background chapter to this 

research, female academic researchers around the world account on average for only 30% of 

the global research knowledge contribution. Working from this standpoint, it plausible to 

assume that 70% of research knowledge within project management follows the same trend 

and is therefore the contribution of men. The project management literature reveals that its 

theoretical foundations have been and continue to be weak, so it is also plausible to assume 

that the field of project management needs to work on its epistemology or how it goes about 

creating its knowledge. What are the epistemological consequences for project management 

creation if 70% of its knowledge is male contributed?  

Applying the concept of feminist epistemic advantage to the findings of this research 

means that the dominant group within the field of project management, i.e., as represented by 
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the 70% male membership, is losing out on the knowledge potential in the 

underrepresented 30% females within its membership and the “missing” 20% of 

women that are not represented within the field equally to the men. Instead, there is a 

20% male bias that is accepted despite it being an overrepresentation in the 

knowledge creation process. Based on the findings, a 70/30 division of male/female 

(membership) revealed in this research and participation in research worldwide being 

the same ratio (see image 2, p. 10.) the Iron Triangle can help understand how that 

disproportionate allocation of resources affects the other two, time and quality. Using 

the familiar model of constraints, the Iron Triangle, it looks something like this, see 

image 59 below:  

 

 

 

Image 61. An analysis of how current constituents of knowledge creation within the field of 

project management appear using the Iron Triangle model of constraints  

 

According to the principle of equality (50/50) there is an excess of 20% on the 

male side of resources that has consequent effect on the factor of time where 20% of 

women’s time is essentially never applied with the effect on quality being that at least 
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20% of it is now missing. This is of course a rudimentary way of emphasizing the problem of 

gender bias within the field of project management, but perhaps visually effective for the 

understanding of the argument.  

The data provided in this research has been used to establish and examine 

evidence that point to a lack of epistemological quality, a quality of knowledge, 

within the academic field of project management as well as within its professional 

community of project management. This research has attempted to identify if the reasons for 

this lack of quality is rooted in a problem with gender within the field of project management. 

Findings suggest that gender may be part of the problem and provides evidence for little to no 

gender research over the past decades within the field of project management and its related 

interdisciplinary fields of research – or only 0,1%. The findings, therefore, correlate with 

feminist theory that suggests that disregarding the impact of gender research and 

consequently practice is not beneficial to knowledge nor the field of project management in 

the context of this research. There is a clear 70/30 gender division across the field of project 

management which is problematic within feminism and should likewise be considered 

problematic within the field of project management.  A feminist perspective would suggest 

looking at the data and how the lack of research on gender can be viewed as oppressed 

female knowledge. The 20% bias represents the lack of women’s contribution to knowledge 

within the field. A feminist perspective would also suggest that it may be beneficial for the 

field of project management to become more inclusive and adapt a wider strategy for 

knowledge creation where gender is part of the process and foundation to the knowledge 

created.          

Findings of this research show that men have and continue to dominate the cyclical 

scientific processes of research, publishing, and application of knowledge in project 

management. With this in mind and reflecting upon the findings of this research it is 

plausible to state that the recurrent theme of weak theoretical and conceptual foundations of 

project management research, its epistemological weakness, skewed gender statistics in 

membership and marginal research on gender, stem from a gender bias.   

In very near future, with a more equal and ultimately fairer approach to knowledge 

creation, such if the division of gender was 50/50 and reflected as such in knowledge creation 

in project management, the field would at least not be drastically losing out on knowledge 

represented with the epistemic advantage women could offer with regards to both 

contributing to and applying valuable knowledge in the world.  The current gender-blindness 

culture in project management, therefore, dramatically undermines knowledge creation and 

restricts the practice and academic research and its quality. A feminist perspective offers a 

valuable solution to the gender bias; a problem that currently prevails in the academic and 

professional community of project management.  
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V. Conclusion 

Initially the aim of this research was to examine the research output on the topic of 

“women in project management” through bibliometric analyses. However, various test 

searches conducted revealed a need to expand the search as to include the topic of gender. 

This need was driven by a change in use of concepts over time, where less results were found 

in recent research on “woman” but increasingly more on “gender”. This change in the use of 

concepts over time within the five academic fields responsible for the most 

contributions to research in project management resulted most likely from social 

change on issues related to equality and the preceding and simultaneous change. Also, 

in feminist research the concept of gender has surpassed research on the concept of 

women and has become to include the emerging gender fluidity now apparent the 

world over. Diversity is best represented with intersectionality on all levels of society. 

Both terms serve to provide knowledge with the best available quality at any given 

time whether presented through global megaprojects like United Nations Sustainable 

Goal Developments, national scientific policies, academic research, and project 

management in the field.  

As this research draws on scientific research methods it might perhaps makes 

it tempting to label it as a generalist approach. However so, it is an honest attempt to 

apply constructive criticism to and join the discourse already present within the field 

of project management that has also revealed a male bias, isomorphic forces and 

androcentric traditions within project management. Bibliometric methods were used 

dues to the authors background as librarian and information scientist, theory of 

knowledge was derived from feminist epistemology, and in the study of the project 

management profession, a survey on membership and gender across project 

management associations around the world was conducted. Also a desk review of the 

current status of ethical policies within the practice of project management was done.  

All this has come together in revealing not only the underrepresentation of 

women within the project management profession but furthermore it has found 

plausible justification for claiming that the knowledge creation process of project 

management is lacking the input and contribution of women in practice and research 

alike. The implication of this work for knowledge as such, is still to be manifested, 

not at least since the history of knowledge creation has largely been, and still is, in the 

hands and minds of men. But the fact remains, disregarding at least 20% of relevant 

resources would rarely go down well in any project planning process in general so 

why should it be accepted in the foundation of knowledge creation within the field?    

            Here the conventional gender bias in project management has been 

challenged; especially the notion that project management research is objectively 

some kind of a neutral undertaking that can get away with its gender bias and 
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androcentric tradition. All findings point in one direction; there are strong isomorphic and 

male biased forces at play in project management practice and research. Without appropriate 

affirmative action things will not change; with the possible detrimental impact on the field of 

project management itself. Let us, however, be hopeful that this, and many other honest 

efforts that aim to strengthen the currents of change will lead to a much more diverse and 

more in depth-knowledge field of project management.   

VI. Limitations 

Language barriers 

Although professional membership associations of project management are numerous 

all over the world the gender dynamics analysis of professional membership associations in 

four of the largest Anglo-international project management organizations (IPMA, APM, PMI 

and AIPM) were the only ones scrutinized for this research. The research landscape may well 

change in the future when research networks like PURE (Elsevier, 2020a) and data 

dissemination systems like SciVal (Elsevier, 2020b) have developed to connect the world of 

research across language barriers but this research design is limited to the Anglo-bias 

scientific community only.   

 

Access to information  

Access to information for this research was by paid institutional access, except when 

using Google Scholar, where currency exchange is not explicit. Scopus was chosen as the 

sole data retrieval point after an initial trial phase of search for data in Web of Science which 

resulted to some extent in overlapping results but overall scarcer results.  This research was 

furthermore unable to include all project management research output because of language 

barriers involved in using information from citation databases from non-Anglocentric parts of 

the world.  

 

Interpretation of information  

The implication of reflecting research output on membership data and on professional 

codes of conduct could be considered vague. However, the relationship between the 

academic community and the professional community is often through professional 

membership organizations, so there is plausible validity to this claim of reflection.  

 

Originality/Value  

No bibliometric analysis for gender research within project management was found 

using Scopus, Web of Science or the search engine Google Scholar indicating this research to 

be the first of its kind. There is furthermore value of this research is in the originality and 

applicability for other disciplines to replicate the analysis for other disciplines that are not 

part of this research. 
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Appendix 1: Medical bias for keyword “female“  

Keyword “female” was omitted for inclusion in this research due to medical 

bias.  

Image a AND b of keywords available if search included OR TITL-ABS for keyword 

KEY(FEMALE): 

 

a) 

 

 

 

b) continued from a)
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Appendix 2: List of ethical policies   

 

 

IPMA  

International Project Management Association  

https://www.ipma.world/society/code-of-conduct/ 

 

 

 

APM  

Association for Project Management (UK)  

https://www.apm.org.uk/about-us/how-apm-is-run/apm-code-of-professional-conduct/ 

 

 

 

PMI  

Project Management Institute (USA/International chapters)  

https://www.pmi.org/about/ethics/code  

 

 

 

AIPM  

Australian Institute of Project Management   

https://www.aipm.com.au/about-us/governance   

 

 

 

 

 

  

https://www.ipma.world/society/code-of-conduct/
https://www.apm.org.uk/about-us/how-apm-is-run/apm-code-of-professional-conduct/
https://www.pmi.org/about/ethics/code
https://www.aipm.com.au/about-us/governance
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Appendix 3: Membership survey 

Working document for cataloguing membership survey response information from July-

November, 2020.  

 

View the working document in a two-split Image on the following two pages in 

landscape format for better quality of Image.  
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Appendix 4  

IPMA membership and gender in 2019 

 

Email from IPMA secretariat with information on membership and gender in 2019.  
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